Analysis of the application of echocardiography technology in diagnosis of acute myocardial infection.
The purpose of this study is to enhance the diagnosis and treatment of acute myocardial infarction, prolong the life of patients with coronary heart disease, and improve the survival rate. In this study, 30 healthy adults are classified as the control group, and real-time three-dimensional echocardiography technology is used to observe the myocardial changes and characteristics of right ventricular morphology after acute myocardial infarction, which provides a theoretical basis for early clinical diagnosis and early intervention. The results show that the real-time three-dimensional echocardiography can provide more diagnostic information through the three-dimensional imaging of the cardiac structure and the real-time observation of the cardiac structures and their adjacent relations from any angle by combining the cutting and rotation of the image. Conventional examination methods such as two-dimensional echocardiography have a narrow time window for the detection of transient myocardial ischemia, which can clearly diagnose the ischemia in early stage, but its diagnostic ability in the late stage of ischemia is limited. When obtaining the cardiac full volume image within one cardiac cycle, echocardiography can quickly acquire dynamic images of ventricular volume without splicing and combine with the function of automatic delineation of endocardium of the 3d workstation to construct a real ventricular stereo image independent of the assumptions of the geometric model, so as to solve the inconvenience of the complex right ventricular space configuration and the obvious difference of its shape with the different load state. Therefore, as a new non-invasive imaging technique, it has unique advantages in accurate measurement of heart volume and evaluation of heart function.